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Chapter: 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

 

Private as well as government sector organizations seek automation of their business 

processes incorporating information technology. While private sector targets on high 

profit margins through better customer satisfaction, public and government sector 

organizations main objective is to fulfill accountability to the public by improvement of 

operational efficiency, improve transparency through information disclosure and improve 

convenience for citizens. The e-government concept [1] has grabbed attraction of public 

and government sectors, which involves comprehensive implementation of information 

technology in above areas. In Sri Lankan context, existence of required infrastructure 

facilities to gear the growth of IT [2] is vital to achieve the development of the country 

with above objectives. 

 

These activities of public and government sector organizations involve large-scale 

software projects, which require higher level of project management approaches. Most 

projects were outsourced. Success levels of those projects are in multiple stages and still 

some organizations need to pay more attention on those projects because of the lack of 

PM standard is used.  

 

Considering organization for the research is the CEB.  In 1969, the CEB was setup as the 

national power utility with reflecting a monopoly in electricity power sector in Sri Lanka. 

CEB’s core business processes include power generation, transmission and distribution 

through out the country. With nearly 3.9 million customers as of 2007, the process 

management activities are however not effective and need comprehensive improvements 

in those activities.  
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Therefore it motivated me to study how the PM standards with process management can 

be utilized and derived for large-scale software projects in a widely spread organization 

such as CEB. 

 

1.2  Problem Statement 

 

In order to manage the IT needs of the CEB, Separate IT division was established in late 

1992. Major software projects handles by the CEB IT division are, Billing System and 

the FMIS.  

 

It was common that almost all the government sector organizations software systems in 

mission critical business processes were outsourced. FMIS was an outsourced project 

which handover with all the controls. (eg: handover of source codes) to the CEB due to 

some management failures by the vendor organization.  With respect to various factors 

such as financial crisis, organizational management activities, senior management of the 

CEB wants to reengineer the system to cater to the existing requirements of the 

organization.  With the unbalanced situation occurred in the IT division due to the 

increase of number of software projects to handle, users of these software systems are 

affected.  In existing situation, role of CEB IT division is to manage these projects, which 

are in multiple stages in efficiently with solving all the software related issues, which are 

affected for the organization performances.  

 

Therefore it is necessary for CEB IT division to maintain and manage standardize project 

with process management approach towards meeting their corporate objectives. In 

advance, it should provide structure, not rigidity, and serve as a guiding set of company 

best practices and principles for managing projects. Through such, standardize 

approaches CEB could increase the percentage of their contribution in the national 

economy. 
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1.3 Research Objectives 

 

1. Identify most significant issues pertaining to software projects within the CEB 

environment. 

2. Identify existing reasons, which prevented in addressing those identified issues in 

objective 1.  

3. Identify mostly used PM standard approaches and best practices in software 

projects. 

4. Identify those standards and practices in objective 3 to come up with a suitable 

PM model, which suits to solve the issues under the objective 1 and 2. This will 

cover the identification of best practices to carry out software projects within CEB 

considering quality, cost and time constraints.  

 

1.4  Research Methodology 

 

With the observations, the existing software project environment was identified which 

includes the type, status and major activities involve with those identified projects. To 

identify the problems faced by the CEB software clients who are the users of software 

provided by the IT division a pre survey was carried. Based on the pre survey, to gather 

user responses in order to find most significant issues, a questionnaire was prepared. This 

questionnaire mainly was focused on PMBOK knowledge areas. Statistical test was 

performed for data analysis. Mostly used PM approaches were identified through the 

literature survey.  In order to find the reasons to exist client’s issues and the issues faced 

by the IT division as software providers, structured interviews were performed. 

According to the observations of the research, suitable PM model was introduced at the 

end. 
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1.5  Significance of the Study 

 

With the increase of number of software projects to handle, findings of this research 

would facilitate the identification of management areas, which are essential in managing 

software projects within CEB environment. Especially in multi project environment with 

having software projects in different stages with involving multiple activities.  

1.6  Structure of the Dissertation 

 

 Chapter 1 : Introduction  

  This chapter mainly focuses on background of the study and what made 

motivation for me to study this area as my research. In addition to the background and 

motivation, research problems and objectives of the research are described with some 

general information such as methodology and significance of the study. 

 

 Chapter 2: Literature Survey 

  This chapter elaborates supportive literatures on PM. Especially it covers 

some important aspects of PM when it is going to use as a standardized approach. 

Some of the findings included in this chapter will be analyzed in detail in the Chapter 

5 under the section 5.6 Case Study Analysis in Popular PM Models.  

 

 Chapter 3: Research Methodology 

  This chapter covers the overall research plan, which includes how the 

research is designed. 

 

 Chapter 4: Business Case  

  This chapter evaluates the existing projects environment within the CEB 

and how the history of IS activities performed by highlighting major activities. While 

considering the historical activities, finally indicates the challenge of the IT division.   
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 Chapter 5: Data Analysis and Discussion 

  This chapter indicates quantitative and qualitative type of data analysis, in 

order to have discussions with information gathered through the analysis. Main 

objectives defined in the research were achieved within this chapter. 

 

 Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations 

  This chapter includes the overall attempt of the research work in summary 

and recommendations from the findings of the research and recommendations for 

future research areas. 

 

 


